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Classification of electronic materials
(a) Metals

(b) Semiconductors

Have very low
resistivities
(10-6 cm)
Resistance is difficult
to alter or tailor

Have resisitivities that
can be altered by up to
10 orders of magnitude
by doping or external
biases

because
Highest occupied
energy band is
partially filled with
electrons

(c) Insulators
Have extremely high
resistivities. Difficult to
alter resistivity via
doping or external
fields

because

because
Highest occupied
energy band (valence
band) is completely
filled with electrons at
low temperature. Next
(conduction) band is
empty.

High bandgap
between valence band
(filled) and conduction
band (empty) (>4 eV).

Semiconductors :
• Conductivity of material can be altered (in < 1 ps )
• Have optical properties (absorption coefficient , refractive index)

Semiconductors can be designed to allow for the
transformation of light into current and vice versa.
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Crystal structures

Body-centered cubic(bcc)

Face-centered cubic(fcc)

Diamond structure (silicon)

Hexagonal closed-packed(fcp)

zinc-blend structure (GaAs)
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Formation of Energy Band

Tight Bound Electron Model
-When the distance between atoms is so large,
the atoms do not interact.
- As we bring the atoms closer together, the
higher-energy atomic states split into a band of
N discrete states.

- As the distance between atoms decrease
further, lower-lying atomic levels begin to split to
their atomic origin.

(lattice constant)

Fig. Diagram showing how energy bands in tightly
bound electron model are formed from discrete
atomic energy level as the distance between atoms,
x, is decreased to the lattice constant, a.

- In this manner, band states can be classified
according to their atomic origin. That is, bands
can be referred to as s-bands, p-bands, and so
on.
- For higher-lying bands that overlap, however,
this classification is not as obvious.
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Formation of Energy Band
 Atomic structure of Si
(1s)2(2s)2(2p)6(3s)2(3p)2

- We will consider only the third shell of valence
electrons, since the first two shells are completely
filled.
- Here the two 3s states(including spin states)
completely filled with two electrons, and the six 3p
states have only two electrons.
- We have 2N electron states(including spin) per
energy band. If we use a tight-binding approach to
form the crystal from the atoms, we will need 2N
silicon atoms.

Fig. The formation of energy bands in silicon from
the two-highest occupied atomic levels. The 8N
available electrons completely fill the 8N states in
the lowest bands (valence bands), leaving the 8N
states in the highest bands (conduction bands)
completely empty.

- As shown in left figure, the resulting 12N 3pstates and the 4N-3s states interact and cross
over when the atoms are brought together to the
appropriate lattice constant.
- The result for 0 K is 8N lower-lying states
occupied by 8N electrons separated by an energy
gap from 8N higher-lying state with zero electrons.
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Energy band of Si and GaAs

The energy can be provided, e.g., by light having a wavelength of less
than the gap wavelength
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Physical Processes in Optoelectronics
Heat conduction equation
(thermal conductivity, heat sources)

Shrödinger eq
(electronic band structures,
energy levels, wave functions,
dielectric function,
absorption and gain spectra)

Poisson eq
Continuity eq
drift-diffusion eq
(carrier densities, potential,
bias voltage, quasi-Fermi
levels and current densities)

Maxwell’s eq
(optical electric and
magnetic fields, guided
modes and propagation
constants)
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Poisson’s equation
Without external magnetic field (H=0)

  E  0,

   E   

In this case, the solution of the electric field can be put in the form of the gradient
of an electrostatic potential V

E  V

and

   V    

is Poisson’s equation

  V   q  p  n  N D  N A 
hole electron ionized donor ionized acceptor
concentrations
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Continuity Equation
A continuity equation is a differential equation describing the conservative transport of some
kind of quantity, eg. mass, energy, momentum, charge and other natural quantities that are
conserved. A vast variety of physics may be described with continuity equations
Ampere’s law

H  J 

Conduction current density

0      H     J 
=0
Continuity Equation


 E 
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Carriers moving under applied field and concentration gradients can be created and destroyed but
in general all these processes occur together. Continuity equation is difficult to solve analytically
except for some special cases.
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Continuity Equation

Continuity equations for electrons and holes
Carrier generation rate

n 1
   jn   G  R  ,
t e
p
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    jp  G  R .
t
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Carrier recombination rate

R  Rsp  Rst  RSRH  RA
radiative

nonradiative
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Carrier Transport equation
Current density of electrons and holes

jn   q n nE  eDnn  eD T
T
n

j p   q  p pE  eD p p  eD T
T
p

mobility

diffusion

• Drift current depends on electric field applied: if E = 0 
drift current = 0.
• Diffusion current occurs even with no E field applied.
• Diffusion = process of particles distributing themselves from
regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration.
If this process is left unperturbed, there will eventually be a
uniform distribution of particles moving about using only
thermal motion. If we let the particles be carriers, so as they
move around they take charge with them. The moving of
charge will result in a current. We call this diffusion current
• Direction of the diffusion current depends on the change in
carrier concentrations, not the concentrations themselves.

thermal diffusion

I p  Diffusion
Diffuse

I n Diffusion
Diffuse
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Carrier Mobility
The mobility µ of a carrier is defined as the proportionality constant between average
drift velocity vD of carriers in presence of an electrical field E  vD ≡ µ · E

Drude model

   SC

carrier “flight” time

q
mn

Temperature
dependence
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2
field
1   low F / vs 
saturation velocity

• The ability for electrons and holes to move around in a material and transport charge (ie
create a current) is called carrier mobility  there is hole mobility and electron mobility.
• Most significant factor affecting the carrier mobility is scattering; the motion-impending
collisions within the crystal, eg. an electron bumping into another electron, or a hole or
ionized impurities. Scattering may increase/decrease due to temperature and/or the addition
of acceptors or donors.
• High temperature  more excited carriers  more scattering.
• Increasing dopant concentration  more carriers to bump into dopants and scatter  carrier
mobility decreases as the concentration of the dopants increases.
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Carrier recombination
1. Radiative (Band-to-Band) Recombination
2. Recombination Through Defect Levels
3. Auger Recombination
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Radiative (Band-to-band) Recombination
An electron directly combines with a hole and releases a photon. Radiative recombination
dominates in direct bandgap semiconductors. Example Light Emitting Diode (LED).
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Recombination through defect levels
Also called Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination: Four sub-processes are possible:
1. Electron capture: An electron from conduction band is captured by an empty trap in the band-gap
of the semiconductor. The excess energy is transferred to the crystal lattice (phonon emission).
2. Hole capture: The trapped electron moves to valence band and neutralizes a hole (the hole is
captured by the occupied trap). A phonon with the energy is generated.
3. Hole emission: An electron from valence band is trapped leaving a hole in the valence band (the
hole is emitted from the empty trap to the valence band).
4. Electron emission: A trapped electron moves from the trap energy level to the conduction band.
For this process additional energy of the magnitude has to be supplied.
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Schockley-Read-Hall Recombination

Electron capture

Rn=cnnNt(1-ft)

Electron emission

Gn=enNtft

Hole capture

Rp=cppNtft

Hole emission

Gp=epNt(1-ft)

RSRH  N t

cn,cp: capture coefficients
ft: occupation probability
Nt: concentration of the traps

encnn1
epcpp1

emission coefficients

n1p1=n0p0=ni2

cn c p  np  ni2 

cn  n  n1   c p  p  p1 

 Et  Ec 
n1  N c exp 
,
 k BT 

 Ev  Et 
p1  N v exp 

k
T
 B 
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Auger Generation/Recombination

Four sub-processes in the Auger generation/recombination mechanism:
1. Electron capture: An electron from conduction band moves to valence band neutralizing a hole in valence
band. The excess energy is transferred to an electron in conduction band.
2. Hole capture: Again, an electron from conduction band moves to valence band and recombines with a
valence hole. The excess energy is, in contrast to Process 1, transferred to another hole in valence band.
3. Electron emission: A highly energetic electron from conduction band transfers its energy to an electron in
valence band. The valence electron moves to conduction band generating an electron hole pair.
4. Hole emission: A highly energetic hole from valence band transfers its energy to an electron in valence band
which is then excited to conduction band generating an electron hole pair.
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Carrier Generation/Recombination

Spontaneous
recombination

Stimulated
recombination

SRH
recombination
Cn

Auger
recombination

Ec
Gn

Incident
photon

Rn
phonon

trap level
Et

Photon
emission

Incident
and emitted
photon

Ev
Radiative recombination

Gp
Rp

phonon

Cp

Nonradiative recombination
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Carrier Recombination rate

R  Rsp  Rst  RSRH  RA
radiative

nonradiative

Rsp  B(np  n0 p0 )

photon density

Rst  vg g (n)S
gain coefficient

B: bimolecular recombination coefficient

RAug   Cn n  C p p   np  n0 p0 
 Ea 
C T   C0 exp  

k
T
 B 
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Fermi-Dirac Distribution
Probability of finding an electron at energy E is given by Fermi-Dirac Distribution
Function

1
f E 
 E  EF 
1  exp 

 kBT 

T=0K
@ T=0 K, all
electrons
are stacked
neatly below
the Fermi
level.

Fermi energy

Some electrons drift above Fermi
level. Recall that an energy level
may contain several sublevels of
same energy. Each sublevel is
called a "state," and can be
occupied by exactly one electron.
Suppose there are N allowed states
at energy E . Then the probability of
finding an occupied state at energy
E is N×F(E) . As discussed in the
next subsection, in continuous-band
theory we represent N as a density
of states. The density of states
reveals how the allowed sublevels
are spread out across energy bands
in a specific material.

kB=Boltzmann constant
T = Absolute temperature

T>0
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Density of states

is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The number of electrons per unit volume in the energy range
dE is the product of the density of states.
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Energy band of Si and GaAs
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Energy band of Si and GaAs
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E-bands, DOS, and Fermi-Dirac distribution functions
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Carrier Density
The carrier density as a function of energy is given by

Integration over energy bands gives total carrier concentrations 


n

 D ( E ) f ( E )dE,
c

Ec

p

Ev

 D ( E )1  f ( E )dE
v



1
Using approximation
 E  EF
1  exp 
 k BT

E E
 
 exp  F

 k BT 



the effective density of states are given by
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Doping & Fermi levels

Intrinsic

N(E)

n(E),p(E)

f(E)

n-type

N(E)
E

p-type

f(E)

n(E),p(E)

E

E
n

Ec
EA
Ev

EF
p

N(E)

f(E)

n(E),p(E)
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Zinc-blende crystal structure
Compound semiconductors such as GaAs and InP have a crystal structure that
is similar to that of diamond. However, the lattice contains two different types of
atoms. Each atom still has four covalent bonds, but they are bonds with atoms
of the other type. This structure is referred to as the zinc-blende lattice, named
after zincblende (ZnS)

GaAs Zinc-Blende Structure

Silicon Diamond Structure

The GaAs structure is a zincblende structure whose basis consists of two different
atoms, gallium and arsenic. Silicon has a similar structure except that it has a one
atom basis, which is Silicon.
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Lattice constants, bandgap energy/wavelength

Lattice constant is defined as the constant distance between unit cells in a crystal lattice
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Semiconductor Compounds
Compounds formed by combining an element in
group III, such as aluminum (Al), gallium (Gal, or
indium (In), with an element in group V, such as
phosphorus (P), arsenic (As), or antimony (Sb), are
important semiconductors. There are nine such III-V
compounds.
Compounds formed from two elements of group III
with one element of group V (or one from group III
with two from Group V) are important ternary
semiconductors.

Ga(1-x)AlxAs

These compounds are formed from a mixture of
two elements from Group III with
two elements from group V. Quaternary
semiconductors offer more flexibility for the
synthesis of materials with desired proper- ties
than do ternary semiconductors, since
they provide an extra degree of freedom.

Ga(x)In(1-x) As(1-y)P(y)
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Semiconductor Alloys
Optoelectronic devices often employ alloys of binary materials. Because of the
random distribution of elements from the same group within the alloy lattice, exact
calculations of material parameters are hardly possible. Instead, material
parameters of quaternary alloys (Q) are predicted by interpolation of known
binary (B) or ternary (T) alloy data. Parameters of ternary alloys AxB1-xC are
usually given as

for ternary compounds AxB1-xCyD1-y

for ternary compounds ABxCyD1-x-y
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Question or Comment?

